Welcome to XSHORE Captain!
Explore safety, speed and control. Enjoy the fun in calm inland waters as well as extreme offshore
performance. Designed for everyday quality life on the sea and comfortable cruising. We took crucial technology from professional rescue and military crafts and implemented them into the XSHORE
modern design. Hypalon* inflatables along with a durable fibre glass hull makes XSHORE a sleek,
rugged and heavy duty boat. With XSHORE you get quality engineered craftsmanship at a reasonable price. The boat is light weight which makes for easy transport and convenient to unload and
upload by trailer into the sea.
Book your test drive today.

All Xshore RIB crafts includes:
Black hull, Bilge pump, Stainless steel ladder in stern, Comfortable
seats in waterproof material, Two security class 3 locking loops,
one placed in the stern and one in the bow, Anti slip strips on the
deck, Hydraulic steering, including hi-performance steering wheel,
Bow and stern lockers with stowage space, Driver console, passenger seats, Watersport pole, Two 12v power outlets, bow and
stern navigation lights, 2 x Hella head lights.

Length 5,80M
Width 2,36M
Weight w/o engine 400KG
Fuel tank 70L
CE approved, category C 8 persons
Hull design, Strong V in bow narrows out in stern
Engine 50- max 90HP

Xshore RIB 760 also includes:
Anchor hoist in bow, Removable sundeck in front, Shower with
100L fresh watertank and bilge. Extra options upon request.
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Length 6,80M
Width 2,85M
Weight w/o engine 650KG
Fuel tank 300L
CE approved, category C 12 persons
Hull design, Strong V in bow narrows out in stern
Engine 115- max 250HP

ATTENTION All boat pictures of XSHORE model 760 are from a prototype boat
Boats will be delivered in all black and stainless steel details. Seats and XSHORE
logos in dark Grey. If questions please don´t hesitate to contact us.
*Polyethylene, synthetic rubber. Noted for its resistance to chemicals, temperature extremes, and ultraviolet light

Length 7,60M
Width 2,85M
Weight w/o engine 800KG
Fuel tank 300L
CE approved, category C 14 persons
Hull design, Strong V in bow narrows out in stern
Engine 150- max 300HP
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